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ward entrants are getting the hang
of loading their work online on
the MJA website award pages, and

this year very few postal entries were
received. The highest number of entries was
for the Column or opinion piece (replacing
Witty article, last year) which attracted 21,
four from new members. Entries were not
spread evenly. In the Local health campaign
category, specially designed to recognise
those working in the regions, no entries
were received at all to begin with, although
more than 400 regional newspapers and
health correspondent local broadcasters and
campaigning organisations had been mailed.
Then, thankfully, five very creditable entries
arrived in the final week. There were 18
entries in the Scoop/investigative reporting
(professional) category and almost as many
(15) for the consumer Scoop award. These
awards are always popular. There were also
18 entries for the Interview category and
14 for Medical science explained. 

There were fewer entries for Personal story
(a new award), for Excellence in journalistic
skills and the Short medical film. About 50
per cent of entries came from non-MJA
members, some choosing to join at the same
time as entering. Sadly, few entries came
from those working in the regions.

This year’s judges were recruited by awards
organiser Simon Warne and his team. They
were, for Investigative reporting/scoop

(consumer), Michelle Dixon, director of
communications at the BMA and soon to
move to the Imperial College NHS Trust,
and award-winning MJA member Adele
Waters, and those for Investigative
reporting/scoop (professional) were MJA
Summer Award winners Kathryn Bingham
and Laura Donnelly, plus Rita Som, editor
of Independent Nurse. The Interview of a
health or medical figure was judged by
Michelle Dixon, alongside MJA award
winners Chris Smyth of The Times and
Richard Vize, and Richard and Chris plus
Blanche Jones, campaigns director at 38
Degrees, judged the Personal story. 

Medical science explained and also the
award for a Column or opinion piece were
judged by Craig Brierley, media relations
manager at the Wellcome Trust, Sile Lane of
Sense about Science and Olivia Timbs,
formerly editor of The Pharmaceutical
Journal. The Local health campaign was
judged by Blanche Jones  along with Dr
Chris Smith, lecturer in virology and
broadcaster (The Naked Scientists), and

Adele Waters. The Excellence in journalistic
skills category was judged by Kathryn
Bingham, Laura Donnelly and Rita Som,
while freelance radio and video producer
Dominic Byrne and Dr Chris Smith judged
the Short medical science film. Judges’
feedback on entries will be included in the
awards booklet that the MJA will publish in
August. (Award judges’ pictures, page 8.)

The presentation of the Winter Awards this
year is on Thursday, January 30, in the John
Snow Room at BMA House, in Tavistock
Square – a new venue for the MJA, with
grateful thanks to the BMA, which joins
MJA sponsors this year. Thanks also go to
our other sponsors: Lilly, Merck Sharpe &
Dohme, Roche, newcomers Astellas and
Novo Nordisk, and to GSK which is also
backing 2014-15 awards.

This year individual award winners receive
cheques for £750 – a 50 per cent increase
on earlier years. Winners of the Short
medical science film and the Local health
campaign will receive engraved trophies.◆

The 2014 MJA Winter Awards the biggest ever

A
A total of 113 entries were received for this year’s Winter Awards, the highest number since the
MJA started running them in 2011. A couple scraped in by the skin of their teeth. Philippa Pigache
reports; shortlists on page 2. 
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Elation and elevation at the Apothecaries’ Hall
The Freelancers team celebrates a high score in the medically-themed MJA Quiz: from left, Jane
Symons, Jo Willey, Danny Buckland, Rob Hicks (airborne), Pat Hagan and Lucy Elkins (back to
camera). Quiz night review, page 3.                                                                                             ◆
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MJA quiz night

etween Blackfriars Station, now a gleaming chrome
drum, and the Black Friar pub, sticking out like a piece
of cheese, flow the six lanes of Great Victoria Street

traffic. But turn north into Black Friars Lane, and you are back
among the narrow alleys and ancient buildings of an older City
of London. 

Thither last Christmastide did members of the MJA bend their
steps, to the 17th-century Hall of the Worshipful Society of
Apothecaries, there to take wine and divers delicious 
trucklements, and play a pub quiz.  And a riotous success it
was, too, with more than 60 attending, and everyone leaving
late and vowing that the MJA just must do it again. In the 
high-ceilinged, wood-panelled hall, under massive gilt-framed
oil-paintings of august apothecaries past, MJA members divided
into 10 teams and sat round individual tables  The BMJ and
Pulse had assembled their own teams; at another table were the
Broadsheet Battlers and, at another, the Hackettes. Quiz 
masters Paul Vates and Kate Hutchinson had gone to great
lengths to draft clever cryptic quiz clues to answers full of 
medical allusions. To start with, we had to identify fictional
doctors: Doolittle, House, Crane, Ruth and of course WHO
(no Watson). Other rounds tested how good we were at 

sequences, at recognising music (also cleverly medically-
themed) and naming spices by touch, taste and smell (probably
the most difficult round). Each team was given a joker – a 
‘Jeremy [Hunt] joker’ – which it could choose to play on one
round only to double its score for that round.

It was 9.15 before the results were totted up and a dead-heat for
the winner revealed. A tie-breaker question was decreed, and
Broadsheet Battlers’ leader – MJA chair Victoria Lambert –
went head-to-head with Jill Turner from the Trouble team
(which included some youthful ringers from her own family
which may have aided its good performance). ‘What animal was
Robin Hood in the Disney movie?’ asked quizmaster Paul Vates,
and before the words were out of his mouth Victoria answered
‘Fox’. (Pictures overleaf.)

There were bottles of Champagne and chocolates all round for
the winners, and a big vote of thanks went to Victoria, who had
come up with the idea of having a quiz, and Maya Anaokar
(inset above right, with Victoria ), who had put it all into
action. Stalwarts repaired to a nearby hostelry to prolong the
warmth and conviviality.  There’s no satisfying some people.   ◆

Philippa Pigache

B

More new membersAlison Wall writes on occupational health and safety for the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA). Previously she worked as an editor and writer for the British Institute of Learning Disabilities and Macmillan Cancer Support.Non-health journalism jobs include two years in New Zealandwriting for architectural and interior design titles. Alison is also aqualified mindfulness teacher and teaches meditation to adults inShropshire and Staffordshire.                                                      ◆

NoticeBoard
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New members
Liz Bestic has been a health journali

st for more than 25

years. She edited Parents magazine, laun
ched Family Life,

a magazine for the BBC, and worked 
as features editor on

The Times Weekend. She currently files for The Times
, The

Telegraph and New Scientist. She also has a health blog

called The Surgery Cat which gives h
er a chance to let

rip about health issues which bug or 
fascinate her. In her

spare time she paints huge textural la
ndscapes in acrylics. 

Danny Buckland is currently a freelance health writer
working for national newspapers, magazines and online.
He was previously staff reporter, writer and senior editor
on nationals including the Daily Mail, Sunday People, 
The Sun, and Daily Mirror, where he was health 
correspondent. He has a keen interest in health 
technology and innovation, and in mental health.

Rob Galloway is an A&E consultan
t who 

writes newspaper columns under the
 pseudonym Dr

Nick Edwards, appearing mostly in t
he Daily Mail, 

Sunday People and The Independent blog
.  He is the author

of In Stitches – the Highs and Lows of life as an A&E 

doctor (The Friday Project, 2011) and is
 writing a text

book on advanced life support, for w
hich he has designed

a critical appraisal course. He has also
 broadcast, and

been an adviser on TV programmes. 
He says he only went

into medicine because he wasn’t goo
d enough at what he

really wanted to do – stand-up come
dy, or playing 

football. He works and lives in Brigh
ton, and in addition

to his clinical work (and writing) he 
lectures in 

emergency medicine at Brighton and
 Sussex Medical

School. Away from the NHS, he is a c
rowd doctor for–

Brighton and Hove Albion Football C
lub, and medical 

director of the Brighton Marathon.

Ger Leddin is a freelance journalist and 
broadcaster, based in the south-east of Ireland. A former
photographer/videographer, he holds higher diplomas
in journalism and local government. He presents North
Side Today, the flagship daily current affairs programme
on radio station Nearfm 90, Dublin. He was formerly a
presenter for Nearfm’s Lifelines lifestyle and health 
programme. He also produces radio specials on health
and social issues, and contributes features to a number
of Irish newspapers. He was formerly an examiner with
the Irish Underwater Council and has a more than 
passing interest in scuba-diving medicine.

Shortlists for the  Winter Awards 2014 
Investigative reporting/scoop (consumer media)
      Denis Campbell
      Adam Gretton
      Matthew Hill
      Kate Kelland

Investigative reporting/scoop (professional media)
      Sarah Calkin
      Gemma Collins 
      Jaimie Kaffash 

Interview of a health or medical figure
      Denis Campbell
      Jasmine Gardner
      Kate Kelland
      Catherine de Lange

Medical science explained
      Linda Geddes
      Robin McKie
      Lin-Nam Wang 

Column or opinion piece
      Rob Galloway (under the pseudonym Dr Nick Edwards) 
      Lin-Nam Wang
      Max Pemberton

Personal story
      Chloe Lambert
      Shaun Lintern
      Anne Wollenberg

Local health campaign 
      Campaign for first Scottish residential chronic pain centre
      (Dorothy-Grace Elder)
      Ambulance Watch (Adam Gretton, Eastern Daily Press)
      Improving sexual health services in Walthamstow 
      (Caroline White)

Excellence in journalistic skills
      Trisha Macnair
      Vivienne Parry
      Richard Vize

Short medical science film 
      Brain pacemaker, on The Cure, Al Jezeera, English 
      (Lisa Desai and Yasmeen Qureshi)
      Why are we still using electroconvulsive therapy? on 
      BBC Newsnight (James Clayton and Jim Reed)
      Smelling the diagnosis, on bmj.com (Martin Freeth)       ◆
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The Lancaster Goitres, 
from left, going round the table: Deanna Wilson, Jane Feinmann, 

Kathryn Bingham, Jim McGuigan and Rosie Mallett

Mens Insana, 
from left, going round table: John Illman, Olivia Timbs, 
Jenny Bryan, Michael Crozier, Lee Rodwell, Peter Merry (blue shirt)

...and the winners were, the Broadsheet Battlers
from left: Simon Crompton, Hilly Janes, Thea Jourdan, Jerome Burne and Victoria Lambert

The MJA gets competitive...

The WorriedWell, from the left going round the table: Chloe Lambert, Graeme and Isla Whitcroft, 
and Judy Hobson

The Hackettes, from the left, going round the table: Sarah Brearley, Joanna Pearl, Adele Waters, 
Jacqui Wise, Nicola Hill and Susan Mayor
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Networking in cyberspace

From left: David Payne (bmj.com), chair, 
Mark Williams and Nick Booth

he all-pervasive nature of internet phenomena such as
Twitter and LinkedIn means that more and more of us
are looking to cyberspace for our next job, to network

with colleagues, or to seek information. In November, 
independent LinkedIn trainer Mark Williams
(mrlinkedin.wordpress.com/), and Nick Booth, former BBC
journalist, now managing director of Podnosh, offered MJA
members some useful tips on how social media could help 
journalists.

The big difference between digital networking and networking
in the real world is reach. The internet offers a potentially
worldwide audience in millions. Add in the selectivity of search
tools, and the chance of connecting to the right people is great
and more efficiently achieved than through ‘offline' activities.
Digital networking packs more power than face-to-face 
encounters.

To make the most of social media you must first establish your
‘social capital' – your online reputation as it were. Being true to
yourself, being interested in others, being generous to your
cyber-colleagues, are all important elements in building your
online profile and credibility. When contacting new 
acquaintances, on LinkedIn for example, it is important to 
engage. After all, you wouldn't hand out your business cards at
a face-to-face meeting and then just walk away. That's the 
equivalent of a bald ‘I'd like to invite you to my professional
network' LinkedIn message, explained Williams.

LinkedIn is more than a digital window in which to display your
skills to potential employers; it is also a souped-up Little Black
Book. Through it you can contact not only those you already
know, you can also find others with specific interests who
might be useful to you. What's more, there's no need to cross
out and update contact details every time someone changes
jobs or moves house because all those profiled on LinkedIn 
update their own details.

How to make the most of LinkedIn
•  Build a profile and add a summary which is more than just 
   ‘what I do'.
• Personalise your profile a little to add individuality.

• Endorsements may not mean much but can improve search 
   rankings.
• Add other media such as PowerPoint, PDFs and video-links 
   to sites such as YouTube.
•  There's no need to pay – all the above are free.
• Groups can be useful, but manage settings; for example, turn 
   off the emails.

Tweet, tweet
‘Why do I want to know what someone had for breakfast for
goodness sake?’ a colleague remarked about Twitter recently
(though he chose slightly different words to express his 
exasperation with this new-fangled form of chatting). As with
conventional offline publishing, first consider carefully what
you commit to the great digital network in the cloud.
Nick Booth set out to convince MJA members of the value of
Twitter as a collaborative tool and a means of testing ideas
quickly. He likes to think of his 7,000 followers on Twitter as
7,000 brains. So he asks Twitter a question, goes off to make a
cup of tea, and when he comes back there's a good chance
somebody will have posted an answer that would otherwise
have taken him two weeks to work out.

But the real point about social media sites – Twitter, Facebook
and the like – is not the content of the tweets, so much as the
connections and relationships it leads to. Such sites facilitate
collaboration and the organising of events. In one of Booth's
‘social media surgeries' those with the know-how taught those
who wanted to learn how to use the web to communicate,
campaign or collaborate. Word spread via Twitter, and the idea
burgeoned. In five years he ran surgeries in more than 150
places, helping more than 3,000 groups. So he built a website
(socialmediasurgery.com) specially to enable people organise
events. 

I was enlightened and enthused about social media by Messrs
Williams and Booth. Though afterwards, chatting over an 
enjoyable supper accompanied by a very acceptable glass of red
wine, I was reminded that the digital world has some way to go
before it can completely replace the good old-fashioned 
‘working lunch'.                                                                        ◆

Steve Titmarsh

T
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linical trials data form the crux of all new drug 
applications and are a valuable source of evidence for
doctors faced with a plethora of treatment options, as

well as an essential resource for journalists wishing to interpret
the pros and cons of new data swiftly and accurately. Susan
Mayor, PhD and former researcher, medical journalist and 
editor, provided an introduction to interpreting clinical trial
data, together with some much-needed clarity on the wealth of
technical detail contained in trial reports, at an MJA briefing
held at the Medical Society of London last October. 

She started with a whirlwind journey from the first recorded
clinical trial in 562 BC, which compared a meat and wine diet
to a vegetarian diet in maintaining good health, right up to the
first modern-day, so-called ‘gold standard’, a randomised, 
controlled trial (RCT), published in the BMJ in 1948, which
evaluated the early antibiotic drug streptomycin in the 
treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis.  We were shown how 
research studies evolved from trial by error, or the flipping of a
coin, to trials that were double-blinded (neither subjects nor
researchers know which group is taking the active treatment)
to avoid bias, with patients randomly allocated to either active
drug or a control group receiving either placebo or best 
current treatment for comparison.

But what is the bottom line in all of this? At the end of the day,
members of the public clearly wish to know if a treatment is 
effective or not. Medical professionals want to know that and
more. They want to know that the study is of the highest quality
and that the effects of bias, chance and uneven distribution have
been eliminated as much as possible. Mayor introduced us to a
pyramid: a hierarchy of studies in terms of offering this quality:
with individual case histories or anecdote at the bottom and
RCTs, systematic review, or meta-analysis at the peak of the
pyramid.

Health journalists have a responsibility to research accurately,
though they also have to sell the story to an editor, who is 
probably not a scientist. To do this we need to educate 
ourselves on the factors and variables, and the myriad statistical
measures and terms researchers use to describe their method
and their results. We need to know the difference between the
average (not very indicative), the mean and the median in

measuring the effectiveness of a compound on a research
group. Can we explain the significance of the hazard ratio in
comparing two different rates of incidence in the treated and
control group? And are we confident about confidence intervals
(CI) – the degree of probability (p-value) that the range of 
results in the study will hold good if we extrapolate from it to
the wider patient population? As for the p-value itself, this 
denotes the probability that any change recorded in the study
has not occurred by chance, rather than as a result of the 
intervention being researched.

Mayor provided us with an eight-point checklist for questions
and evaluating research papers.
•    What question is the research study asking; what end-point 
     does it aim to achieve? 
•    What were the main findings? 
•    Are the findings meaningful?  What is the 95 per cent CI 
     and the p-value? 
•    Are the findings credible? 
•    Who carried out the study? Are they well respected? Did 
     they have any axe to grind? 
•    Where was the study published? Was it in a peer-review 
     journal?
•    Who funded the research, and could this have introduced 
     bias into the interpretation of the results? 
•    What do the findings mean for healthcare professionals, and
     to patients?
Members can sign-in to the MJA website and view Susan
Mayor’s slides in the Resources section,
www.mjauk.org/members/Resources.  The MJA will shortly
publish a short guide by John Illman to the interpretation of 
research papers that will be posted on the same section of the
website. 

Following Mayor, Emily Jesper, assistant director of Sense about
Science (www.senseaboutscience.org) pleaded with MJA 
members to champion evidence-based medicine when 
reporting, and to differentiate between sound research-based
science and pseudo-science. If we could do this, she said, we
might go some way to protect patients from the explosion of
marketing ploys that assail them, and ultimately prevent 
harm.                                                                                         ◆

Dimple Devedas

C

Feel the fear of the p-value and do it anyway

Susan Mayor demonstrates 
a normal Bell-shaped 

distribution curve (left) 
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BookEnds

andra Hempel’s first book, The Medical Detective: John
Snow, cholera and the mystery of the Broad Street pump,
won the MJA’s Tony Thistlethwaite Award in 2006. Her

second book is easily as compelling and equally scholarly.  
With a medical journalist’s skill for demystifying complex 
science and a novelist’s flair for unravelling a great yarn,
Hempel tells the story of the development of the first accurate
forensic test for arsenic through the lens of a notorious 19th-
century murder mystery.  
In 1833 the rich grandfather of a wealthy Kent farming family,
George Bodle, died in agony after drinking his morning coffee,
and several other members of the family fell ill with similar
symptoms after drinking from the same coffee pot. Investigations
quickly focused on arsenic, and suspicion fell on the grandson,
known as Young John, but the charming, happy-go-lucky lad
seemed an unlikely murderer and the evidence against him was
flawed. Other members of the family apparently acted in a
more suspicious manner and had stronger motives. So began an
investigation into a shocking crime which dominated news-
paper headlines, captivated the nation and confounded doctors,
scientists and police. 
Arsenic, or more properly arsenic trioxide known as ‘white
arsenic’, had acquired the soubriquet the ‘inheritor’s powder’
because it was odourless, tasteless, easily dissolved in liquids
and virtually impossible to distinguish at post mortem from
common causes of death such as cholera, dysentery and food
poisoning. In addition it was cheap and readily available. The
Bodle murder case set the chemist James Marsh, assistant to
Michael Faraday, on the trail of a reliable test to detect arsenic
in minute quantities in foodstuffs, liquids and pathological 
specimens. His breakthrough, which became known as the
Marsh test, was a major advance in forensic toxicology which
remained the standard tool for detecting traces of arsenic for
nearly 150 years. 

Hempel’s book, which
was picked as a Radio 4
Book of the Week, 
describes the journey to
develop the Marsh test in
simple, clear and 
authoritative language
against the backdrop of a
thoroughly fascinating true
crime. Along the way we
glean intriguing details of
19th-century domestic life,
such as the way in which
the expensive coffee
grounds were increasingly
diluted to serve decreas-
ingly important members
of the household. There are
moments of sheer farce,
such as the tale of the investigating police constable who took
vital evidence – packets of arsenic powder and bottles of 
suspicious liquid – on an all-day pub crawl, during which he
smashed one bottle and allowed a drinking chum to dip a finger
in the poisonous powder.  And the story is interspersed with
the family tensions, jealousy and rivalry reminiscent of a soap
opera.
The Inheritor’s Powder serves up a Dickensian tale in serial
fashion, complete with satisfyingly intriguing chapter titles such
as ‘Death by Toad or Insect’, and concludes with a delicious
twist worthy of a Henry James novel. ◆

Wendy Moore, 
winner of the The MJA Open Book Award, 2005, for The Knife
Man, a biography of John Hunter. Her How to create the perfect

wife was published by Weidenfeld & Nicolson in 2013.

S
The Inheritor’s Powder: A cautionary tale of poison, betrayal and greed,
Sandra Hempel. Weidenfeld & Nicolson, £18.99

Winter Award judges: From left: Dr Chris Smith (Naked Scientists), Sile Lane (Sense about Science), Craig Brierley (Wellcome Trust), 
Rita Som (Independent Nurse) and Dominic Byrne


